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3nuts
 A Top-Down Peer-to-Peer Network

Abstract
3nuts is a Peer-to-Peer network combining the 
benefits of reliable random graphs and semantic 
search trees. The goal of 3nuts is to overcome the 
restricted query languages induced by the use of 
distributed hash tables. In many currently used  
peer-to-peer networks these distributed hash ta-
bles do not support the efficient exploration of the 
semantic neighborhood of a data entry. In our top-
down approach semantic relationships are pre-
served by 3nuts’ semantic search tree. There, 
peers are assigned to the data and not vice versa.
    3nuts allows nontrivial lookups, like range que-
ries, neighborhood search, etc. All network opera-
tions in 3nuts are local and distributed, i.e. simple 
handshake operations maintain the network struc-
ture. Besides this, 3nuts provides fair load balanc-
ing, fast data access and guaranteed robustness, 
proved by rigorous analysis.
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Network Structure
Random graphs are 3nuts’ main component to ensure robustness. Therefore, every node of the se-
mantic search tree constitutes a random graph. A random graph has several advantages over de-
terministic network structures, e.g. 
small maintenance costs, small di-
ameter, small degree, expansion 
property, flexibility. 
    In 3nuts each node of the de-
sired search tree is represented by 
a random connected multi-digraph 
with constant degree. Starting with 
the Reliable Backbone containing 
all the peers as the root of the 
search tree, the peers are recur-
sively assigned to the subtrees of 
the current node. This process is continued until there is only a single peer left or the node repre-
sents a leaf of the search tree. Therefore, a peer describes a path from the root to a leaf of the 
search tree and participates in each of the random graphs representing the corresponding nodes. To 
allow routing within O(log n) hops, each peer maintains so called shortcut links to a random peer of 
each node neighboring its own path. 

Random Graph Maintenance
In dynamic networks it is mandatory to maintain 
the network topology. This is also the case for 
random graphs. In [1] we introduce a simple op-
eration called Push&Pull to maintain truly random 
multi-digraphs. A Push&Pull operation does not 
need more resources than the necessary check-
ing a peer’s neighborhood. Albeit its simplicity, the 
Push&Pull operation delivers a uniform probability 
distribution over the set of connected out-regular 
multi-digraphs.
    In 3nuts each peer initiates Push&Pull opera-
tions periodically, so that the network inherits the 
reliability of  truly random graphs. 

Load Balancing
For the recursive assignment of Peers to subtrees 3nuts uses Distributed Heterogeneous Hash 
Tables (DHHTs) [2]. Since 3nuts hashes peers onto subtrees and not vice versa, the number of 
peers assigned to a subtree is 
proportional to the current load of 
the subtree, e.g. the amount or the 
popularity of all data in this sub-
tree. Using the technique intro-
duced in [2], we achieve a prov-
able fair load balancing.
    By the combination of DHHTs 
and search trees each peer  pos-
sesses all information to reassign 
itself in the case of load changes, 
arrival or departure of peers.
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Epidemic Maintenance Algorithms
3nuts distributes maintenance information within each random network using epidemic algorithms. It 
is crucial for epidemic algorithms to build in termination mechanisms. 3nuts uses the median 
counter algorithm of [3] for randomized rumor spreading. These operations are integrated into the 
periodical Push&Pull operations. This way information can be reliably broadcasted within O(log n) 
parallel time steps and with O(n log log n) update operations. 
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